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ABSTRACT Binary mixtures of C20BAS and POPC membranes were studied by solid-state 2H NMR spectroscopy and small
angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) over a wide range of concentrations and at different temperatures. Three specifically deuterated
C20BAS derivatives—[10,10,200,200-2H4]C20BAS, [20,20,190,190-2H4]C20BAS, and [100,110-2H2]C20BAS—combined with protiated
1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC), as well as membranes containing POPC-d31 and fully protiated
bolalipid, were used in NMR experiments to obtain structural information for the mixtures. The 2H NMR spectra of
[100,110-2H2]C20BAS/POPC membrane dispersions reveal that the bolalipid is predominantly in the transmembrane conformation
at high bolalipid concentrations (100, 90, and 70 mol %). At %50 mol % C20BAS, smaller quadrupolar couplings appear in the
spectra, indicating the presence of U-shaped conformers. The proportion of U-shaped bolalipids increases as the amount of
POPC in the membrane increases; however, the transmembrane component remains the dominant bolalipid conformation in
the membrane even at 45�C and 10 mol % C20BAS, where it accounts for ~50% of the bolalipid population. The large fraction
of C20BAS transmembrane conformers, regardless of the C20BAS/POPC ratio, together with the findings from molecular mean-
field theory calculations, suggests the coexistence of phase-separated bolalipid-rich domains and POPC-rich domains. A single
lamellar repeat distance was observed in SAXS experiments corresponding to the average repeat spacing expected for C20BAS-
and POPC-rich domains. These observations are consistent with the presence of microphase-separated domains in the mixed
membrane samples that arise from POPC-C20BAS hydrophobic mismatch.
INTRODUCTION

A growing body of evidence suggests that cell membranes

are complex, heterogeneous liquid-crystalline materials

with phase-separated lipid domains. Because of the difficul-

ties involved in studying these phenomena in their native

membrane context, most investigators have relied on various

model membrane systems to help elucidate the physical

properties, dynamics, composition, and significance of these

structures (1–8). Two types of lipid domains have been

detected using model membranes. The first is produced by

a simple binary mixture of lipids with significantly different

melting transition temperatures (Tm). At temperatures

between the two melting transitions, the lipid with the lower

Tm adopts a liquid-crystalline (La) or liquid-disordered (ld)

phase that tends to separate from the lipid with the higher

Tm, which adopts a more ordered and relatively immobile

gel phase (Lb). Lb/Id phase immiscibility is not believed to

be relevant to the functional state of biological membranes.

Model membranes composed of ternary mixtures of two

lipids with different melting transitions enriched with choles-

terol (typically unsaturated lipids mixed with either saturated

lipids or sphingomyelin) can also produce two phase-sepa-
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rated domains: an ld phase and a liquid-ordered (lo) phase,

the latter of which is considered analogous to so-called lipid

rafts in cell membranes. The lo phase is a hybrid of the Lb and

La phases, i.e., it contains lipids with a high-degree of order,

as formed in the Lb phase, while maintaining the lateral

fluidity characteristic of the La phase (3,8). A variety of tech-

niques have been used to detect lipid domains in model

membranes (8–14); however, many fundamental questions

about lipid domains in cell membranes remain concerning

their mechanism of formation, their size and lifetime, and

the factors that may influence their ability to include or

exclude membrane proteins (3,5,15).

Phase separation in membranes is also relevant for lipid

membrane-based technologies. To realize the promise of

these technologies, researchers are developing new lipids

and polymers to create rugged membrane constructs that

maintain membrane protein function. Understanding how

these new materials interact with lipid membranes is crit-

ical for developing stable and functional membrane-based

devices. Bipolar lipids, or bolalipids, constitute a novel class

of phospholipids that are currently under investigation for

these purposes (16–21). Bolalipids are naturally found in

the membranes of Archaea (22,23) and enable these organ-

isms to survive under harsh conditions, such as extreme

temperatures, high salt concentration, low pH, and anaerobic
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conditions due to the unique isoprenoid chains that are ether-

linked to the glyceryl- and glycal-based polar headgroups

(22,24) present on the inner and outer surfaces, respectively,

of their plasma membrane. These hydrolysis-resistant

membrane-spanning alkyl chains are believed to be respon-

sible for the enhanced physical and chemical stability of

Archaea, and also provide resistance to bilayer membrane

delamination within the extreme environment in which

they thrive. The enhanced stability of bolalipid membranes

has been employed in the development of planar supported

membranes (17,25,26), gene and vaccine delivery vehicles

(27–30), functional reconstitution of integral membrane pro-

teins (IMPs) (18,19,31,32), and as molecular fossils (33).

Major impediments to the more widespread use of bolalipids

in membrane-based biosensors are the cost and difficulties

involved in either purifying or totally synthesizing discrete

Archaeal lipid species. These challenges have prompted

researchers to focus on the development of archaeal lipid

mimics, which contain many of the desired properties of

natural bolalipids (23,25,30,34–38).

Kim et al. (18) and Febo-Ayala et al. (19) synthesized a

small library of synthetic bolalipids designed to generate

stable planar supported membranes with reconstituted IMPs

for biosensors. Previous work established that bolalipid

membranes are physically robust, chemically stable, less

permeable than membranes composed of monopolar lipids,

and retain lateral mobilities that are similar to the conven-

tional monopolar lipids—an essential feature of membrane

dynamics that is likely to be necessary for the functional

reconstitution of IMPs (18,20,26,39). The average segmental

order parameters at the C(1:20), C(2:19), and C(10:11) positions of

deuterated C20BAS (Fig. 1 A) were also obtained in previous

experiments (21). Those experiments showed that C20BAS

bolalipid membranes, unlike typical bilayer membranes, are

highly ordered, especially at the C10,11 positions, in the center

of the membrane (21). It should also be noted that most

synthetic and naturally occurring bolalipids have sufficient

flexibility to exist in two conformational states in the mem-

brane: a transmembrane conformation with two polar head-

groups on opposite leaflets of the membrane, and a U-shaped

conformation with both headgroups residing on the same

leaflet. However, several experimental and theoretical studies

have suggested that bolalipids predominantly adopt a trans-

membrane conformation in the membrane (16,21,40–42).

Functional reconstitution experiments with the IMP Ste14p

in membranes mixed with bolalipids and monopolar lipids

indicated that bolalipids may form heterogeneous membranes

with monopolar lipids in a composition-dependent manner

(19). Longo and co-workers (42) recently used molecular

mean-field theory to evaluate mixtures of C20-based bolali-

pids and monopolar lipids of varying lengths. They showed

that phase separation between bolalipids and monopolar lipids

occurs when the membrane thicknesses of two lipids differ

significantly (42). We inferred from those findings that two

distinct lipid domains (Fig. 1 B) should form after C20BAS
FIGURE 1 (A) Structures of POPC, C20BAS, and deuterated C20BAS

derivatives 1–3. (B) Schematic representation of the predicted phase separa-

tion for a mixed C20BAS/POPC lipid membrane. The bolalipid-rich domain

consists of transmembrane bolalipids (AT) and a small molar ratio of POPC

(M). The monopolar lipid-rich domain consists of POPC with a small molar

ratio of U-shaped bolalipids (AU). (C) Predicted miscibility diagram showing

the regime of lipid mixtures where phase separation between fluid phase

C20BAS and monopolar lipids (adapted from (42)) is expected (gray shaded

area). XA is the molar fraction of C20BAS, and nL is the number of carbons

in the hydrophobic chain of the monopolar lipid. (D) Diagram of various

membrane lipid configurations in different regions of the miscibility diagram.

I ¼ POPC-rich phase with U-shaped C20BAS conformations; II ¼ mixture

of C20BAS and POPC that generates significant hydrophobic mismatch

leading to a separation into type I and III domains; III ¼ C20BAS-rich phase

with modest POPC content (predominantly transmembrane C20BAS with

some U-conformers, especially at higher temperatures).
Biophysical Journal 97(10) 2700–2709
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bolalipid is mixed with 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-

phosphocholine (POPC; Fig. 1 A) at intermediate bipolar/

monopolar lipid ratios (Fig. 1 C). A 3-nm-thick domain con-

taining predominantly transmembrane C20BAS and a small

percentage of POPC should coexist with a second type of

domain (4-nm thick) containing predominantly POPC and

a low molar ratio of C20BAS in a U-shaped conformer

(Fig. 1, B and D). Order parameters for the C-2H bonds in

the transmembrane region of C20BAS were also predicted

for both the transmembrane and U-shaped conformers (42),

suggesting that it might be possible to detect microphase

separation in these mixtures by 2H NMR spectroscopy.

The potential occurrence of phase separation between

bolalipids and monopolar lipids has important consequences

for the appropriate design and use of bolalipids in mem-

brane-based technologies, since lipid mixtures offer greater

design flexibility in optimizing the fluidity, stability, and

lateral homogeneity needed to realize functional membrane-

based devices. Therefore, in this work we sought to

determine whether domain formation occurs in membranes

composed of C20BAS and POPC. Binary mixtures of

C20BAS and POPC membranes were evaluated by solid-

state 2H NMR spectroscopy. We report the effects of molar

ratio and temperature on C20BAS/POPC mixed membranes

using 2H NMR spectroscopy, by incorporating either the

deuterated bolalipid [100, 110-2H2]C20BAS in protiated POPC

(21), or perdeuterated POPC-d31 in protiated C20BAS

membranes. We compared these results with data acquired

by small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) of C20BAS/POPC

membranes and computational findings from the application

of molecular mean-field theory. Our evidence shows that

membranes containing C20BAS and POPC can exhibit

microphase-separated C20BAS-rich and POPC-rich domains

depending on the molar ratio of the two lipids.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Lipid synthesis

The synthesis of C20BAS (37), [10,10,200,200-2H4]-C20BAS, [20,20,190,
190-2H4]C20BAS, and [100,110-2H2]C20BAS (21) was previously reported.

Sample preparation for 2H NMR spectroscopy

Lyophilized C20BAS and POPC were dissolved in 1:1 CH3OH/CHCl3 to

fully mix the compounds, and the solution was then added directly to

a 5-mm NMR tube. The mixture was dried under a stream of N2 and further

dried in vacuo overnight. The lipids were dispersed in 2H-depleted water

(1H2O) with 1 min of vortexing, and lyophilized. Then 1H2O was added

to make a 50% w/w mixture. This sample was subjected to 10 freeze (liquid

nitrogen), thaw (50�C), and vortex (30 s) (FTV) cycles before the 2H NMR

spectra were recorded. NMR tubes were closed with Teflon plugs.

2H NMR spectroscopy

Solid-state 2H NMR spectra were recorded using a Bruker AMX300 spec-

trometer (Bruker BioSpin, Karlsruhe, Germany) with a wide-bore magnet

(7T) equipped with a custom-built, high-power probe (experimental details
Biophysical Journal 97(10) 2700–2709
for the spectral acquisition parameters can be found in the Supporting

Material).

Data analysis for 2H NMR spectroscopy

The 2H NMR powder-type spectra were numerically deconvoluted, or

de-Paked, to generate spectra for the q ¼ 0� orientation as described else-

where (43). Details of the data analysis methods used are provided in the

Supporting Material.

Samples for SAXS

Lipid mixtures (5–10 mg) were added to conical 1.5 mL polypropylene

vials, sealed with o-ring screw caps, and dissolved in 1:1 CH3OH/CHCl3.

The solvent was evaporated with a stream of N2 and traces of solvent

were removed in vacuo overnight. The dried lipid films were hydrated

with 50% H2O by weight and subjected to 10 FTV cycles. The samples

were then fully hydrated by adding excess water (R500 mL). All lipid

mixtures aggregated and sank to the bottom of the conical vial. Samples

were stored at�20�C and allowed to equilibrate at the measurement temper-

ature for at least 1 h before data acquisition.

SAXS measurements

SAXS measurements were performed using a fixed-anode Bruker Nanostar

U system (Bruker AXS, Madison, WI) (see Supporting Material for exper-

imental details).

Molecular theory

A molecular theory to study binary mixtures of monopolar lipids and bola-

lipids in the La phase was previously established (42). The key features of

this approach are described in the Supporting Material.

RESULTS

2H NMR spectroscopy of [100,110-2H2]C20BAS/
POPC mixed membranes

Three deuterated C20BAS derivatives—[10,10,200,200-2H4]

C20BAS; [20,20,190,190-2H4]C20BAS; and [100,110-2H2]

C20BAS (Fig. 1 A)—were synthesized as previously

described (21). Multilamellar vesicle dispersions for 2H NMR

analysis were prepared by multiple FTV cycles before the

NMR tube was loaded and spectra were acquired. Compound

1 produced two distinguishable components in the 2H NMR

spectrum, indicating that the two deuterium atoms at the

C10 and C200 carbon positions were nonequivalent, consistent

with previous findings for other ether-linked phospholipids

(44,45). Compounds 2 and 3 gave rise to single components

in the 2H NMR spectra, with the corresponding order param-

eters of jSCDj ¼ 0.21 and 0.23, respectively, at 25�C (Fig. S1

in the Supporting Material).

These results demonstrate that bolalipid molecules maintain

a high degree of order throughout pure bolalipid membranes.

Conversely, bilayer membranes composed of monopolar

lipids are significantly disordered in the center of the

membrane due to the conformational freedom of the monop-

olar lipid acyl chains (Fig. S1) (46). These data also indicate

that the bolalipids exist almost exclusively as transmem-

brane conformers in the membrane (i.e., configuration AT in
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FIGURE 2 Powder-type (black line) and de-Paked (gray

line) 2H NMR spectra obtained from [100,110-2H2]C20BAS/

POPC (XA/XM) mixed membranes at various concentra-

tions. Spectra were acquired at 25�C (left) and 45�C (right).

Data for 1:0 [100,110-2H2]C20BAS/POPC at 25�C (21) are

used with permission from the American Chemical

Society.
Fig. 1 B), where the headgroups of a single bolalipid reside on

opposite leaflets of the membrane. This is inferred because

the C-2H bonds in the center of the transmembrane chain

display higher-order parameters than the comparable position

in a monopolar lipid chain, and possess an average bond

orientation close to 90� relative to the membrane normal.

Both of these findings are consistent with a transmembrane

conformation of the sn-1 bolalipid chain. U-shaped con-

formers would give rise to significantly lower segmental

order parameters in the middle of the membrane, since the

orientations are less restricted than those accessible by the

transmembrane conformer, providing an increased ampli-

tude/angular range of the segmental fluctuations.

Fig. 2 shows 2H NMR powder-type and de-Paked spectra

for randomly oriented membranes comprised of [100,110-2H2]

C20BAS and POPC binary membranes at varying molar

ratios (see Table S1 in the Supporting Material for quadrupo-

lar splittings). These data indicate that all membrane mixtures

are in the La state at 25�C, which is expected based on the

melting temperatures of C20BAS (17�C) and POPC (�2�C)

(20,47). Membranes with XA equal to 1, 0.9, and 0.7 (where

XA ¼ molar ratio of [100,110-2H2]C20BAS in the mixed

membrane dispersion) give rise to 2H NMR spectra with a

single, large quadrupolar splitting, suggesting predomi-

nantly transmembrane bolalipids. At XA ¼ 0.5, additional

components in the spectrum with small additional quadrupo-

lar splittings become apparent. We attribute these smaller

DnQ spectral components to U-shaped C20BAS conformers

(i.e., AU in Fig. 1 B) within the membrane. As the mole frac-

tion of C20BAS in the membranes decreases to 0.3 and 0.1,

the contribution of the U-shaped components to the overall

lineshape increases. These splittings, detectable in both the

powder-type and de-Paked spectra, were more prominent at

higher temperatures and were observed to be reversible. It

is important to note that the component with a large quadru-
polar splitting, which we attribute to the transmembrane

conformer, was the predominant species at all molar ratios.

The composition-dependent C20BAS order (Fig. S2) also

varied as a function of temperature. As the molar ratio of

C20BAS in the membrane increases, the quadrupolar split-

ting for the transmembrane component decreases. This trend

is observed over a 50�C range of temperatures and at

different membrane compositions (Fig. S3). As expected,

the quadrupolar splittings are inversely proportional to

temperature for all examined molar ratios. It should also be

noted that the difference in quadrupolar splitting for different

compositions decreases at sample temperatures below 10�C
(i.e., as the temperature approaches the La–Lb phase transi-

tion of the membrane).

2H NMR spectroscopy of C20BAS/POPC-d31 mixed
membranes

Membranes composed of mixtures of perdeuterated POPC-

d31 and fully protiated bolalipid mixtures also were evaluated

at varying molar ratios (Fig. 3 A and Fig. S4, Table S2). At

25�C, the 2H NMR spectra for all mixtures reveal an La

membrane (Fig. 3 A) in which the average segmental order

for methylene segments, (i), has the expected plateau region

close to the glycerol backbone, followed by a sharp decrease

in order approaching the terminal methyl group (Fig. S4). Of

interest, there is no proportional relationship to the average

segmental order as a function of the molar ratio of the lipids.

Rather, there is an observed minimum in average segmental

order for all (i) at XA ¼ 0.3 (Fig. 3 B).

At 1:1 POPC-d31/C20BAS, a coexistence of multiple

POPC-d31 phases is detected (Fig. 4). At 10�C and above,

a well-resolved La spectrum is observed, whereas at

�60�C, a typical gel-phase spectrum is seen. Between 3�C
and 7�C, however, there appear to be spectral components
Biophysical Journal 97(10) 2700–2709
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corresponding to POPC in the Lb and La phases. We attribute

these observations to the formation of phase-separated

domains wherein POPC-d31 molecules in the POPC-rich

phase adopt La ordering, whereas POPC-d31 molecules that

FIGURE 3 (A) Powder-type (black line) and de-Paked (gray line)
2H NMR spectra recorded for C20BAS/POPC-d31 (XA/XM) membranes at

XA ¼ 0.9, 0.7, 0.5, 0.3, 0.1, and 0 at 25�C. (B) Order parameter of [C60]
(,), [C90] (�), and [C120] (D) methylene units in POPC-d31, as a function

of C20BAS mole fraction in POPC at 25�C.
Biophysical Journal 97(10) 2700–2709
are distributed in the bolalipid-rich phase adopt a gel

phase-like ordering that is enforced by the surrounding

highly-ordered bolalipids (i.e., Type III domain in Fig. 1 D).

Under conditions of slow NMR exchange, a lower limit to

the lifetime, t, of lipids within a domain can be estimated

from t > 1/D(DnQ), where D(DnQ) is the difference in quad-

rupolar splitting for the two coexisting phases. A rough

lower limit to the size of a domain is then obtained using

<r2> ¼ 4DLt, where we introduce the mean-square

distance, r, traveled in time t for a lipid with lateral diffusion

coefficient DL. With lateral diffusion coefficients of 2 �
10�11 m2 s�1 for both C20BAS and POPC (20,48), and

D(DnQ) z 40 kHz, we obtain a value of <r2>1/2 > 50 nm

for the lower limit to the domain size.

Molecular theory

Molecular mean-field theory (42) was used to calculate

the orientational order parameters of planar mixtures of

FIGURE 4 Powder (top) and de-Paked (bottom) spectra of C20BAS/

POPC-d31 (1:1) at 25�C, 10�C, 4�C, and �60�C.
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FIGURE 5 Free energy per molecule, fN, as a function of

the area per lipid headgroup, ah, for (A) pure C20 BAS

membranes at 17�C, the melting transition of C20BAS;

(B) C20BAS-rich membranes (XA ¼ 0.9) in the gel phase

at 4�C; and (C) POPC-rich membranes (XA ¼ 0.1) in the

La phase at 4�C. (D) Orientational order parameters for

POPC as a function of alkyl chain segment number at

XA ¼ 0.9 in the gel phase (,) and XA ¼ 0.1 (�) in the

La phase.
C20BAS and POPC for comparison with the 2H NMR spec-

tral findings. In particular, we focused on the saturated sn-1-

palmitoyl chain of POPC to shed more light on the lipid

order parameters. The model explicitly includes conforma-

tional degrees of freedom, molecular details of the different

lipid species, inhomogeneous interactions that molecules

encounter within the lipid bilayer that arise from nearest-

neighbor hydrophobic packing repulsions, and the alignment

interactions that drive La–Lb phase transitions in the system.

A brief description of the theoretical model used in this study

is presented in the Supporting Material.

The lipid segment-segment alignment interaction strength

is unknown. This parameter is adjusted in such a way that

the calculated gel transition temperature of C20BAS matches

the experimental one of 17�C. The optimal area per lipid is

not known a priori, but is determined as the area per lipid

that minimizes the overall free energy. Fig. 5 A shows the

free energy per molecule as a function of the area per lipid

headgroup, ah, for a pure C20BAS membrane. Two local

free-energy minima of equivalent magnitudes are observed,

corresponding to the Lb (lower ah) and La (higher ah) phases

of the pure bolalipid membrane. The fact that these two

local minima are both global minima of the free energy

indicates that the Lb and La phases coexist at this tem-

perature.

Once this interaction parameter is set, the free energy per

molecule, fN, for mixtures of C20BAS and POPC can be

calculated. Fig. 5, B and C, shows fN as a function of ah

for two mixtures with different concentrations of bolalipid: a

C20BAS-rich membrane (XA ¼ 0.9; Fig. 5 B) and a

POPC-rich membrane (XA ¼ 0.1; Fig. 5 C). The temperature

is set to 4�C to obtain more information about the mixed

POPC-d31 spectra (Fig. 4) in which both La- and Lb-phase
POPC components were observed. The C20BAS-rich layer

(XA ¼ 0.9) is clearly in the gel phase at 4�C, whereas only

the higher ah minimum is present in the POPC-rich mixture

(XA ¼ 0.1), indicating that the system is in the La phase at

this temperature. Fig. 5 D shows the orientational order

parameters expected for POPC in the C20BAS-rich (i.e.,

gel-phase; Fig. 5 B) and POPC-rich (i.e., La phase; Fig. 5 C)

domains. Clearly, very different 2H NMR spectra would be

expected for POPC in these different physical environments,

with the C1-C8 segments of the monopolar lipid acyl chain

showing the greatest difference in order parameters for the

Lb-like and La-like phase-separated domains.

SAXS patterns

SAXS patterns were acquired for membranes composed of

C20BAS/POPC mixtures at 30�C (Fig. 6 A). The two-dimen-

sional x-ray patterns show uniform scattering rings, which

index as the first two orders of a lamellar repeat. The scat-

tering patterns indicate complete sample equilibration and

the absence of macrophase separation for the C20BAS/

POPC mixtures. Radially integrated scattering profiles are

shown in Fig. 6 A as a function of the scattering angle 2q.

At 30�C, the interlamellar repeat spacings reach a minimum

value of 54.5 Å for XA¼ 0.9 and a maximum value of 64.0 Å

for XA ¼ 0 (Fig. 6 B). The latter value, which is for pure

POPC multilayers, agrees well with previous literature

(49). The temperature dependence of the D-spacing for

pure C20BAS membranes (XA ¼ 1) and the 1:1 mixture

(XA ¼ 0.5) is shown in the Supporting Material. As the

temperature increases, the D-spacing of C20BAS membranes

increases, whereas the D-spacing of the 1:1 mixture

decreases (Fig. S5 C).
Biophysical Journal 97(10) 2700–2709
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DISCUSSION

Febo-Ayala et al. (19) previously investigated the activity of

reconstituted Ste14p, an IMP enzyme with a predicted

hydrophobic spanning domain of 40 Å, in C20BAS/POPC

vesicles. They found that the activity of Ste14p was not

disturbed in C20BAS/POPC mixed membranes containing

low molar ratios of C20BAS; however, above 50 mol %

C20BAS, the enzyme activity diminished dramatically.

Dual-staining experiments showed that the protein was

uniformly distributed in the membrane at all lipid composi-

tions, suggesting that no macroscopic phase separation was

occurring in the system. It was proposed by Febo-Ayala

et al. (19) that the loss of Ste14p activity in membrane

dispersions containing high molar ratios of C20BAS was

due to a mismatch between the hydrophobic thicknesses of

FIGURE 6 (A) SAXS patterns of C20BAS/POPC vesicles for XA¼ 0, 0.1,

0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9, at 30�C. Y axis¼ intensity in arbitrary units. (B) D

spacings of C20BAS/POPC membranes for XA ¼ 0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9,

and 1.0 at 30�C.
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the protein and the C20BAS membrane regimes. The nonlin-

earity of this relationship suggested that the bolalipid formed

microphase-separated domains within POPC, such that the

Ste14p activity was retained at high POPC content in the

membrane by partitioning the enzyme into the thicker

POPC-rich domains. In contrast, C32phytBAS, a bolalipid

that forms thicker membranes that match the hydrophobic

domain of Ste14p, was capable of maintaining the activity

of Ste14p at all C32phytBAS/POPC molar ratios. Molecular

theory suggests that C20BAS and POPC membranes, which

have significantly different membrane thicknesses (32 Å (50)

and 43 Å (51), respectively), undergo phase separation due

to hydrophobic mismatch (42). This theory suggests that

two types of domains are formed: 1), one rich in transmem-

brane bolalipids with a small population of POPC; and 2),

one rich in POPC with a small population of U-shaped

conformers (Fig. 1, B–D). 2H NMR spectroscopy was used

to probe for the existence of phase separation through the

measurement of order parameters of bolalipids labeled with

deuterium in the center of the transmembrane chain, since

the order parameters of these segments should be signifi-

cantly smaller if the bolalipid adopts a U-shaped conformer

in the membrane instead of a transmembrane conformation.

The 2H NMR spectra of [100,110-2H2]C20BAS/POPC

membrane dispersions (Fig. 2) suggest that the bolalipid is

predominantly in the transmembrane conformation for bola-

lipid-rich fractions (i.e., XA ¼ 1, 0.9, and 0.7). At 50 mol %

C20BAS, components in the spectra with smaller quadrupo-

lar coupling constants begin to appear, indicating the pres-

ence of U-shaped conformers. The proportion of U-shaped

bolalipids becomes more prominent as the amount of

POPC in the membrane increases; however, the transmem-

brane component was still the predominant bolalipid confor-

mation in the membrane even at 45�C and XA¼ 0.1, where it

accounted for ~50% of the bolalipid population. C20BAS is

expected to be thermodynamically unstable as a transmem-

brane conformer in POPC-rich membranes due to significant

hydrophobic mismatch; therefore, it must adopt a U-shaped

conformation to become dispersed into POPC bilayers (42).

Since the majority of C20BAS bolalipids are observed to be

transmembrane conformers regardless of the C20BAS/

POPC ratio, these conformations must exist in bolalipid-

rich domains that are separated from the POPC-rich

domains. However, the presence of U-shaped conformers

when XA ¼ 0.5 gives rise to multiple components in the
2H NMR spectra with lower order parameters. This may

occur because U-shaped conformers can exist in the

C20BAS-rich phase, the POPC-rich phase, and the interface

between the two, potentially leading to different order para-

meters. Lower order parameters are expected due to the in-

creased amplitude of segmental fluctuations near the bilayer

center (46). Further, the synthesis of [100,110-2H2]C20BAS

produces a mixture of 16 stereoisomers (Fig. S6) that may

contribute additional complexity to the 2H NMR spectra. It

is notable that the contributions of U-shaped conformers
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were greatest at the highest temperatures studied (45�C) and

that their appearance/disappearance in the sample was revers-

ible. An additional, and somewhat surprising, observation is

that the quadrupolar splitting of the transmembrane compo-

nent increases with increasing mol % POPC. We attribute

this finding to the effect of hydrophobic mismatch, i.e., the

thicker POPC forces the bolalipid to elongate, thereby

increasing the order of its alkyl chains and reducing the hydro-

phobic mismatch between itself and the longer POPC. This

suggests that even in phase-separated domains, the POPC-

rich phase promotes the extension of C20BAS molecules in

the bolalipid-rich phase to reduce hydrophobic mismatch.

Analysis of the C20BAS/POPC-d31
2H NMR spectra in

Fig. 3 A revealed a nonlinear relationship between the order

parameters for POPC-d31 as a function of C20BAS content,

with a minimum observed at XA ¼ 0.3 for each methylene

position analyzed (Fig. 3 B). This observation clearly shows

that the membrane is heterogeneous and that very little

POPC-d31 exists in the bolalipid-rich phase until XA R 0.5

(i.e., where the effects of the highly ordered transmembrane

bolalipid reverse the downward trend of order parameter

between XA ¼ 0–0.3 and enforce more highly ordered

POPC-d31 conformations). We attribute the decrease in

POPC-d31 order at XA ¼ 0–0.3 to the presence of U-shaped

bolalipid conformers that disrupt POPC chain packing in the

POPC-rich phase. Room-temperature 2H NMR spectra of

C20BAS/POPC-d31 membranes did not reveal multiple spec-

tral components of POPC-d31 as a function of XA, as was

observed for [100,110-2H2]C20BAS/POPC in La phase bolali-

pid- and POPC-rich domains. Potential explanations for this

finding include the possibility that the order parameter is not

significantly different for POPC distributed in the two

different phases (42), or that the POPC-d31 molecules

migrate between the bolalipid- and POPC-rich domains at

a rate faster than the NMR timescale.

At equimolar ratios of C20BAS and POPC-d31, a typical

gel-phase powder-type and de-Paked spectrum for POPC-

d31 was found at �60�C (Fig. 4), which transformed into

a La phase spectrum at temperatures of R10�C. Evidence

of coexisting Lb and La phases was observed, however, at

intermediate temperatures, most noticeably at 4�C. We infer

from this finding that POPC is populating both the bolalipid-

and POPC-rich domains where the two domains exhibit

different melting transitions. Since the bolalipid-rich phase

is expected to have a higher Tm than the POPC-rich phase,

based on the known melting transition temperatures of the

corresponding pure lipid phases, POPC molecules that

disperse into the bolalipid-rich phase will exist in a gel phase

state at 4�C, whereas POPC present in the POPC-rich

domains will exist in the La state at this temperature. This

was the only concentration at which this phenomenon was

clearly visualized, perhaps because the spectral line-broad-

ening and weak intensities that are typical of gel-phase

membranes made the signal too weak to observe at other

concentrations.
We used molecular mean theory to further evaluate our
2H NMR observations. The free energy per molecule was

calculated, allowing a prediction as to whether a membrane

of a given molar concentration of C20BAS is in the Lb or La

phase. Using the findings of phase separation into C20BAS-

rich and POPC-rich membranes via hydrophobic mismatch

as previously described (42), the expected phases for these

membranes were calculated at 4�C for the C20BAS-rich

domains at XA ¼ 0.9, where gel phase lipids are predicted

(Fig. 5 B), and the POPC-rich domains at XA ¼ 0.1, where

a La phase is predicted (Fig. 5 C). Under phase-separated

conditions, the 2H NMR spectra of POPC in the Lb and La

phases are expected to display substantially different order

parameters (Fig. 5 D). Our calculations are consistent with

the two-phase spectra observed in Fig. 4. It should be noted

that the prediction of two different spectra for POPC is not

trivial, since earlier work suggested that the spectra of

POPC in the C20BAS-rich and POPC-rich phases would

not be substantially different, based on the assumption that

both would be in the La phase (42). (The expectation of

similar 2H NMR spectra for C20BAS-rich and POPC-rich

La phases, analogous to the lo and ld phases of ternary

systems, is actually observed at higher temperatures; vide

supra.) Although the coexisting concentrations of the

C20BAS-rich and POPC-rich phases may be different from

those predicted in Fig. 5, the structure of the lipid layers at

the actual coexistence concentrations will not deviate from

those calculated because the phase-separated domain struc-

ture is defined by the most abundant component (Fig. 1,

B–D). Since order parameters are structural properties of

the membrane lipids, the conclusions drawn from Fig. 5

about the organization of the coexisting domains remain

valid.

SAXS experiments were utilized to determine the effect of

bolalipid molar ratio on global phase behavior of C20BAS/

POPC mixed membranes in excess water. Two or more

distinct D-spacings would be observed if macrophase-sepa-

rated domains (e.g., distinct multilamellar vesicles) existed

within the samples. Since a single distinct lamellar repeat

distance was observed, corresponding to an ensemble aver-

age of bolalipid- and POPC-rich domains, these observations

are consistent with the presence of microphase-separated

domains in the mixed membrane samples, as opposed to

macrophase separation. SAXS profiles were recorded for

membrane mixtures at several different bolalipid contents

and found to have a minimum in D-spacing at XA ¼ 0.9.

The progression toward smaller repeat distances as the

concentration of C20BAS in the membrane increases is not

surprising given the smaller hydrophobic thickness of bola-

lipid membranes, and the expected increased stiffness based

on the measured NMR order parameters. The smaller

D-spacings observed at XA¼ 0.7 and 0.9, relative to XA¼ 1,

are attributed to the effect of the low POPC molar ratios

acting as an impurity in the bolalipid-rich membrane that

causes thinning and lateral expansion of the membrane.
Biophysical Journal 97(10) 2700–2709
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Temperature-dependent SAXS measurements were taken

for membranes composed of pure C20BAS and 1:1 C20BAS/

POPC. Of interest, the D-spacings became smaller as a func-

tion of temperature for pure C20BAS dispersions, but

increased for 1:1 C20BAS/POPC dispersions. Two opposing

mechanisms must be considered when interpreting these

results: membrane thinning due to decreased order in the

acyl or alkyl chains of the lipids, and increased hydration

due to thermal membrane undulations, which increase the

amount of water residing between membranes. We attribute

the observed difference in the D-spacing behavior for the

pure C20BAS and the 1:1 C20BAS/POPC mixture to the

decreased order of 1:1 C20BAS/POPC membranes. This en-

ables greater water penetration between the lamellar layers,

and thus overwhelms the influence of increased temperature

on membrane thickness. Indeed, previous temperature-

dependent SAXS measurements on pure POPC membranes

showed repeat distances with a minimum at 30�C (49).

CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated using 2H NMR spectroscopy, corrob-

orated by SAXS and molecular theory calculations, that

phase separation occurs in binary mixtures of C20BAS and

POPC. This observation is significant for guiding the design

of bolalipids that will not phase-separate from monopolar

lipids in membrane-based biosensors that employ lipid mix-

tures of this type. These findings may also be relevant for

enhancing our understanding of phase-separation phe-

nomena arising from hydrophobic mismatch in lo/ld domains

and lipid mattressing effects in IMP/lipid mixtures.

SUPPORTING MATERIAL

Experimental methods, six figures, two tables, and references are available at

http://www.biophysj.org/biophysj/supplemental/S0006-3495(09)01427-1.
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